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Educators and industry in innovation partnerships

Knowledge, research and thought
leadership
Established in 1992
u 20 years experience defining ICT in Education.
u Over 1,000 fellows in over 80 countries
u Global community of experts defining the future of pedagogy
u

The MirandaNet website is a repository of practitioner
signposts, knowledge and classroom findings

Part one

Who is Miranda?

‘O brave new world that has such people in IT’. The Tempest Shakespeare

The Facebook of the global ICT profession. Becta
The Robin Hood of ICT CPD. UNESCO
A community of practice that takes my concept a stage further by engaging
members as co-researchers including company partners
Étienne Wenger
A very useful barometer of what is concerning the Educational Technology
community and have a great deal of respect for the members – both those I have
met and comments from those I only know virtually. Doug Brown, Former Head of
DFE Schools

MirandaNet is international

Breakdown of inclusive membership

1,200 fellows in over 80 countries: free to join
Global community of edtech leaders in academia, schools,
advisory services and associate companies
Accreditation for publishing on the website for others
A range of edtech professional development programmes for
educators and associates
Established in 1992 www.mirandanet.ac.uk
6,000 unique visitors per month and over 400 visits per day
2,300 pages viewed per day, up to ten screens read by visitor
Europe, 49% - UK, 28% - China,18% - USA,16%
Year on year growth currently at 12%

Impact – Knowledge Hub
u

MirandaNet is unique in offering a global view of technology and education with
contributions from many of our 1500+ members in 80 countries. We promote our
research at conference and run our own events for members as well as joint
events with Naace and ITTE and debates on mirandalink. Associates can publish
in the Knowledge Hub and also create their own MirandaNet web pages as well
as having their logos as an endorsement on the website.
• Associates Research

•

Newsletters

• Blogs

•

Conference papers

• Book reviews

•

Trending Topics

• Practitioner case studies

•

White Papers
https://mirandanet.ac.uk/knowledge-hub/

At the end of the presentation you
should be able to consider these
questions from your own perspective
u

What is your history of personal use of
computers and devices?

u

List the social media platforms you belong to
and who they are for

u

List any other social platforms you know about
and who they are for

u

Do you know about any new social platforms
that are being planned and the community
they are expected to attract?

u

List social media platforms that are dedicated
to education

What is important in building a
community of practice?
The software?
The hardware?
The aims and mission?
the leadership qualities?
The financing?
The face to face meetings?
The roles of members?
The tasks?
The benefits and rewards?
Influencing policy?
Change management?

Analyse the success of any communities of practice you belong to
in terms of the benefit you derive from this membership

Why is this logo design relevant to the MirandaNet philosophy?

